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Art Professor Receives $30,000 Fellowship
St. Paul, Minn. - Art Professor Christine Willcox has
received a $30,000 fellowship from the George A. and Eliza
Gardner Howard Foundation in Providence, R.I. She is one of
nine recipients who represent the fields of the History of Art
and Architecture, Painting, and Sculpture. Willcox’s project is
called The Still Point.
The Howard Foundation awards a limited number of
fellowships each year for independent projects in selected
fields. The Foundation targets its support specifically to early
mid-career individuals, those who have achieved recognition
for at least one major project. Howard Fellowships are
intended primarily to provide artists and scholars with time to
complete their work.
"I feel honored to receive this grant which will allow me
extended time to continue working on my current painting
series,” Willcox said. “I will also travel to France and Belgium
this fall to research WWI battlefields as part of this project."
Willcox was born and raised in Toronto and has taught at
Macalester since 2000. She has shown her paintings in group
and solo exhibitions in the United States and Canada, most
recently with a solo show of new work at the Minneapolis
Download (//d2ihvqrbsd9p9p.cloudfront.net
Institute of Arts and the Phipps Center for the Arts, in Hudson, /contentAsset/raw-data/6978e4c6Wis. Other exhibitions include: “Critical Translations,” at the
b95b-454f-b1b0-21f6cab7aec8/image1)
Katherine E. Nash Gallery, University of Minnesota and
“Postcards from the Edge,” an AIDS benefit in New York City.
She is the recipient of a Fulbright Scholarship, and in 2005, received a Minnesota State Arts Board Artist
Initiative Grant. In 2011, she attended professional artist residencies at The Banff Arts Center in Alberta and
Anderson Ranch Arts Center in Colorado.
The George A. and Eliza Gardner Howard Foundation was established in 1952 by Nicea Howard in memory
of her grandparents. Ms. Howard had a special interest in furthering the personal development of promising
individuals at the crucial middle stages of their careers in the liberal and creative arts. The Howard
Foundation is an independent agency administered by Brown University.
Macalester College, founded in 1874, is a national liberal arts college with a full-time enrollment of 2,035
students. Macalester is nationally recognized for its long-standing commitment to academic excellence,
internationalism, multiculturalism, and civic engagement. Learn more at macalester.edu
(http://www.macalester.edu/)
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